We consider a novel model of cosmic inflation. In our model one does not need any specific matter field to drive inflation, but inflation stems from the microscopic, Planck scale structure of spacetime, thus being of quantum gravitational origin. At a certain temperature spacetime performs a phase transition, where the cosmological constant drops from a huge, Planck scale value, which is about 10 87 s −2 to its present, pretty small value 10 −35 s −2 . When the cosmological constant is large, the universe goes through a period of very rapid expansion which, however, comes to an abrupt end after the phase transition has been completed. Assuming that the cosmological constant depends of the age of the universe in an appropriate manner during the phase transition one may recover the predictions of the conventional inflationary scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many cosmologists believe that very short time after its creation the universe went through a brief period of very rapid expansion. This period is known as inflationary epoch, and it is generally thought to have begun, when the universe was about 10 −35 s old, and to have lasted about 10 −33 s. During the inflationary epoch the scale factor of the universe increased at least by a factor 10 26 or so. Originally, cosmic inflation was suggested in the 1980's, among others, by Guth [1] and Linde [2] as a solution to certain problems of the standard cosmological model. [3] Quite recently, claims of a discovery of direct observational evidence for inflation, based on a detailed study of the properties of the cosmic radiation, have been published. [4] Even though these claims have been severely criticized, [5] and the observational status of inflation is still open, they have brought along new interest in the theories of inflation. In most theories of inflation one assumes that the very early universe was filled with a scalar field, which is known as inflaton field. With an appropriate choice of the parameters of the inflaton field one finds that Einstein's fleld equation possesses solutions, which are qualitatively similar to the one describing the so-called de Sitter universe, which is an empty universe with constant spatial curvature and positive cosmological constant, and where the scale factor increases exponentially as a function of the age of the universe. During the inflationary epoch the inflaton field is effectively constant producing an exponential increase in the scale factor, but after a while the inflaton field rapidly decreases, and the inflation comes to an end. [3] In this paper we shall consider a novel model of inflation. In our model there is no need to introduce specific matter fields to drive inflation, but the inflationary expansion of the universe stems from the microscopic, Planck scale structure of spacetime. In this sense inflation is thought to be of quantum gravitational origin. Our model is based on the results of Ref. [6] . In Ref. [6] it was found that if one constructs the so-called shrinked horizon of the de Sitter spacetime -which is a certain spacelike two-sphere just inside of the cosmological horizon of the de Sitter spacetime -out of discrete constituents, each of these constituents contributing to the shrinked horizon an area, which is an integer times a constant, an explicit, analytic expression may be found for the partition function of the de Sitter spacetime. The partition function implies, among other things, that at a certain temperature the de Sitter spacetime performs a phase transition, where the cosmological constant Λ drops from a huge Planck scale value, which is around 10 87 s −2 , to its presently observed value, which is around 10 −35 s −2 . Our idea is to explain inflation by means of this property of the de Sitter spacetime: Immediately after the creation of the universe the cosmologal constant Λ was about 10 87 s −2 , and a short time afterwards a period of extremely rapid expansion took place. This period came to an end, when the universe performed a phase transition from the high to the low Λ phase. The cosmological constant dropped by about 122 orders of magnitude, and matter and radiation were created out of the huge vacuum energy of the universe.
Of crucial importance is the question of how fast did the cosmological constant decrease during the phase transition. In this paper we consider a model, where the cosmological constant is inversely proportional to the square of the age of the universe. Such model is attractive on dimensional grounds, because the SI unit of the cosmological constant is s −2 . It turns out that the constants of integration in the resulting solution to Einstein's field equation equipped with a varying cosmological constant may be chosen in such a way that the predictions of the conventional inflationary scenario are recovered. The possiblity that inflation might be caused by quantum gravitational effects and the discreteness of spacetime has also been considered by Bojowald et al. [7] However, that approach is based on loop quantum gravity, and it is completely different from the approach employed in this paper. The idea of a connection between the expansion of the universe and the possible discreteness of spacetime has been investigated by Padmanabhan. [8] Unless otherwise stated, we shall always use the natural units, whereh = c = G = k B = 1.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In a model, where the cosmic inflation of the universe is driven by a varying cosmological constant the universe may be described, effectively, by the de Sitter spacetime 1 during the early stages of its evolution. In the static coordinates the line element of the de Sitter spacetime may be written as: [9] 
where Λ > 0 is the cosmological constant, and r, θ and φ are the spherical coordinates. The de Sitter spacetime has the cosmological horizon, where
The only non-vanishing component of the future pointing unit tangent vector field u µ of the congruence of the world lines of observers with constant r, θ and φ in the de Sitter spacetime, when r < r C , is:
and one finds that the norm of the proper acceleration vector field
of this congruence is:
Eq. (2.5) gives the proper acceleration of an observer with constant static coordinates r, θ and φ in the de Sitter spacetime such that r < r C . In Ref. [6] the cosmological "constant" Λ was not assumed to be a constant, but a free thermodynamical variable, and the thermodynamics of the de Sitter spacetime was considered from the point of view of an observer with constant proper acceleration a just inside of the cosmological horizon, where r = r C . For the sake of brevity and simplicity the spacelike two-sphere with constant r < r C in the de Sitter spacetime was called as a shrinked horizon, and it was assumed that when the cosmological constant Λ varies, the radius r of the shrinked horizon will also vary, but in such a way that the proper acceleration a of an observer at rest on the shrinked horizon is kept as a constant. Among other things, it was found that the quantity
where A := 4πr 2 is the area of the shrinked horizon, describes the total energy of the de Sitter spacetime from the point of view of such observer. The thermodynamical properties of any system arise from its microscopic properties. In Ref. [6] the shrinked horizon of the de Sitter spacetime was constructed out of discrete constituents, each of them contributing to the shrinked horizon an area, which is an integer times a constant. As a consequence, the area of the shrinked horizon takes the form:
where n 1 , n 2 , ..., n N are non-negative integers, α is a pure number to be determined later, and
is the Planck length. In Eq. (2.7) N , which is assumed to be very large and fixed, gives the number of the constituents of the shrinked horizon. The non-negative integers n j (j = 1, 2, ..., N ) are quantum numbers determining the quantum states of the constituents of the shrinked horizon. Constituent j is in vacuum, if n j = 0; otherwise the constituent is in an excited state. Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) imply that the possible energies of the de Sitter spacetime from the point of view of an observer on the shrinked horizon, where a = constant are of the form:
where
Taking the number g(E n ) of the degenerate states associated with the same energy E n to be the number of the different combinations of the non-vacuum quantum states of the constituents of the shrinked horizon yielding the same energy one may obtain an explicit, analytic expression for the partition function
of the de Sitter spacetime from the point of view of our observer. Defining the characteristic temperature
the result turns out to be: [6] 
when βT C = 1, and
when βT C = 1. The thermodynamical properties of the de Sitter spacetime may be deduced from Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14). The most interesting of them concerns the quantityĒ
which is the average energy per constituent of the de Sitter spacetime. Using Eq. (2.13) one finds that in the leading approximation for large N :Ē
As one may observe, something very curious happens, when
One notes that
when T < T C , and
when T > T C . Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) imply that de Sitter spacetime performs, according to our discrete model of the shrinked horizon, a phase transition at the characteristic temperature T C : According to Eq. (2.18) the constituents of the shrinked horizon are effectively in vacuum, when T < T C , whereas using Eqs. (2.9), (2.10), (2.12) and (2.19) we find that the constituents have jumped, in average, to the second excited states, where n j = 2, when T is slightly higher than T C . The latent heat per constituent associated with this phase transition is
It is interesting to note that the characteristic temperature T C in Eq. (2.12) agrees with the Unruh temperature
of the observer on the shrinked horizon, where the proper acceleration a = constant, if we put α = 4 ln 2. (2.21)
With this choice for the constant α one finds, among other things, that the entropy of the de Sitter spacetime takes, in the natural units, the form:
when T = T C . Since the cosmological horizon is assumed to lie just inside of the cosmological horizon of the de Sitter spacetime we may identify, for all practical purposes, the shrinked horizon area A with the area of the cosmological horizon. Hence our discrete model reproduces the classic result of Gibbons and Hawking. [10] It should be noted that models similar to the one constructed here for the shrinked horizon of the de Sitter spacetime were constructed for the stretched horizon of the Schwarzschild black hole in Ref. [11] and for that of the Reissner-Nordström hole in Ref. [12] . In both cases the discrete model implies, among other things, that the entropy of a black hole must be one-quarter of its event horizon area.
III. THE MODEL
The results reviewed in Section 2 have profound implications on the properties of the cosmological constant and the evolution of the universe. Employing Eqs. (2.2) and (2.6) we find that the cosmological constant Λ may be expressed in terms of the energy E of the de Sitter spacetime as:
and if we use Eqs. (2.12), (2.16) and (2.21), we may write Λ as a function of the temperature parameter β = 1 T and the number N of the constituents of the shrinked horizon, in the SI units, as:
where we have denoted:
In the limit, where T → 0, the temperature parameter β → ∞, and we find:
which is very large, indeed. Actually, the right hand side of Eq. (3.4) is the numerical value one expects for the cosmological constant, if one interprets the cosmological constant Λ as a quantity proportional to the vacuum energy density of the matter fields. As far as T < T C , the expression given by Eq. (3.2) for Λ is essentially a constant function of T . At the characteristic temperature T C , however, the cosmological constant will drop drastically. When T > T C , the cosmological constant is given, in effect, by an expression: 5) and one finds that 6) which is the cosmological constant immediately after the phase transition in the de Sitter spacetime has been completed. Taking
we observe that 8) which is the current estimate, based on observations, for the cosmological constant. To summarize, we have therefore shown that when the temperature of the universe from the point of view of an observer on the shrinked horizon a = constant exceeds the characteristic temperature T C , the cosmological constant drops, according to our model, from its huge, Planck-scale value to its presently observed, pretty small value. The expansion of the de Sitter spacetime is essentially exponential with an e-folding time 3 Λ in the comoving time τ , and hence large cosmological constant Λ implies very rapid expansion. In very short terms we may therefore attempt to explain the cosmic inflation of the very early universe as follows: Immediately after its creation the universe was in a state of very low entropy and temperature, and the cosmological constant was given by the right hand side of Eq. (3.4). As a consequence, the universe went through a period of very rapid expansion which, however, came to an abrupt end, when the temperature of the universe got sufficiently large for a phase transition to take place in the universe, and the cosmological constant dropped to its present, pretty small value. An attractive feature of the model outlined above is that it provides for the cosmic inflation a very simple and natural explanation without any need to introduce specific matter fields to drive inflation. In our model the underlying reason for inflation may be traced back to the fundamentally discrete structure of spacetime. However, there are several delicate details in the model, which are of crucial importance for the behaviour of the universe during the inflationary epoch.
The key question is: In which way did the transition from the high to the Λ phase take place? Did it take place immediately after the inflationary epoch, or already -at least in parts -during the inflation? If the phase transition happened already during the inflation, then how fast did the cosmological constant Λ drop during the inflationary expansion of the universe?
Let us first consider the very extreme possibility, where the phase transition did not take place during the inflation, but only afterwards, by means of an extremely rapid process, thus putting an end to the inflation. In that case the cosmological constant Λ really is a constant during the inflation, and its numerical value is given by the right hand side of Eq. (3.4). The scale factor R of the universe obeys, as a function of the comoving time τ , an equation:
Eq. (3.9) implies that the time needed for the scale factor of the universe to decrease from R 0 to R 1 is:
Assuming that
which is the radius of the presently observable universe we find, putting for Λ the value given by the right hand side of Eq. (3.4):
Hence our model implies, in this very extreme case, that the present universe was created out of nothing in about Planck time. Once after the universe reached its present size, the cosmological constant dropped to its present value, and matter, radiation and everything we see around us were suddenly created out of the vacuum energy of the universe. Such possibility, where the universe was created more or less as we observe it today in an almost zero time is untenable for almost any practising cosmologist. We must therefore turn our attention to another possibility, which is that the cosmological constant was not a constant during the inflation, but already during the inflation it began a decrease towards its present value. Cosmological solutions to Einstein's field equation in the presence of a varying cosmological constant have been studied, among others, by Overduin and Cooperstock. [13] Their idea was to write Einstein's field equation with a cosmological constant as: When Einstein's field equation is written in this way, the cosmological constant Λ may be thought as a part of the matter content of the universe, rather than as a purely geometrical quantity: When the cosmological constant Λ decreases, the energy associated with Λ and thus the vacuum energy of the universe is converted to the energy of matter and radiation. Using Einstein's field equation Overduin and Cooperstock managed to obtain for the scale factor R(τ ) of the universe in the presence of a varying cosmological constant an equation:
In this equation k = 1, 0 or −1, depending on whether the universe is closed, flat or open, respectively, and the pure number γ relates the pressure p of the universe to its energy density ρ as:
In the matter-dominated universe, for instance, γ = 1, whereas in the radiation-dominated universe γ = 4/3. The dot means the derivative with respect to the comoving time τ . We may assume that during its very early stages of evolution the universe was radiation-dominated. With this assumption we may put γ = 4/3, and Eq. (3.16) reduces, in the SI units, to the form:
As an example of a cosmological model, where the cosmological constant Λ begins to decrease towards its present value already during the inflationary epoch, let us assume that during the very early stages of the evolution of the universe the cosmological constant decreased as a function of the comoving time τ as:
where the pure number n > 1/2 is a constant. One readily finds that with these assumptions Eq. (3.18) has the solution:
whereR and τ 0 are positive constants. Hence Eq. (3.19) implies the following time dependence for the scale factor of the universe:
Consider first the case, where the universer is flat. In that case k = 0, and Eq. (3.22) reduces to the form:
According to the conventional inflationary scenario the inflation began, when the universe was about 10 −35 s old, and it lasted about 10 −33 s. During the inflation the scale factor of the universe is supposed to have increased at least by a factor 10 26 or so, even though much larger factors have been suggested. [3] With these assumptions we find that and so we must have:
When n is this large, the function R(τ ) in Eq. (3.23) increases pretty slowly until τ ∼ τ 0 , but when τ gets above τ 0 , R(τ ) begins to icrease very rapidly. If the inflation began, when τ ∼ 10 −35 s, we must therefore have:
It is interesting that our expression in Eq. (3.20) for the cosmological constant Λ(τ ) depends on the power n only, being independent of both the constant τ 0 , which gives the age of the universe, when the inflation began, and of the constantR, which determines the size of the universe at the onset of inflation. Putting n = 13 in Eq. (3.20) we find:
We may assume that Eq. (3.27) gives a phenomenological description of the time evolution of the cosmological constant from the very early stages of the evolution of the universe to the end of inflation. It is commonly believed that it makes no sense to talk about times earlier than the Planck time, which is about 10 −43 s, after the creation of the universe. Putting τ ∼ 10 −43 s in Eq. (3.27) we get:
which is consistent with Eq. (3.4). Hence Eq. (3.27) implies that the cosmological constant Λ began with its Planck scale value given by the right hand side of Eq. (3.4) at the creation of the universe, and immediately after its creation the universe began a phase transition from the high to the low Λ phase. Putting τ ∼ 10 −33 s in Eq. (3.27) we find that Λ ∼ 10 68 s −2 , and so we may conclude that even though the cosmological constant had already gone down by about 20 orders of magnitude at the end of inflation, the phase transition was still far from being completed. To make our model consistent with the conventional inflationary scenario, where the inflation came to an end, when the unverse was about 10 −33 s old, we must therefore assume that for a still unknown reason the rate of the phase transition increased drastically, when the age of the universe exceeded 10 −33 s. When the universe is closed, k = 1, and the results found above remain otherwise unchanged, except that when τ < τ 0 , the scale factor depends, in effect, linearly on the age of the universe. However, if the universe is open, k = −1, and the solution given by Eq. (3.22) is valid only if
because otherwise R(τ ) would become imaginary. For large n the prefactor in front of τ 0 is of the order of unity, wheneverR is within physically reasonable bounds, and thereforeτ ∼ τ 0 . When τ τ0 ≫ 1, Eq, (3.22) implies that
and so we recover, in effect, the results obtained for the flat universe during the inflation.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have considered a model of inflation, where the inflationary expansion of the very early universe stems from the properties of the cosmological constant alone, without any need to introduce specific matter fields to drive inflation. In our model the underlying origin of inflation lies in the fundamentally discrete structure of spacetime: Assuming that the so-called shrinked horizon of the de Sitter spacetime, which is a certain spacelike two-sphere just inside of the cosmological horizon of the de Sitter spacetime, consists of discrete constituents, each of them contributing to the shrinked horizon an area, which is an integer times a constant, one finds that at a certain temperature the de Sitter spacetime performs a phase transition, where the cosmological constant Λ drops from a Planck scale value 10 87 s −2 to its presently observed value, which is around 10 −35 s −2 . During the era, when the cosmological constant was very large, the universe went through a period of very rapid expansion which, however, came to an abrupt end once after the phase transition from the high to the low Λ phase was completed. Originally, the universe was an empty de Sitter universe, but when the cosmological constant decreased, the energy needed for the creation of the matter and the radiation of the universe was released from the vacuum energy of the universe.
To reproduce the predictions of the conventional inflationary scenario one has to make assumptions on the rate of the phase transition from the high to the low Λ phase. In this paper we considered a model, where the phase transition began immediately after the creation of the universe, and the cosmological constant was, until the end of inflation, inversely proportional to the square of the age of the universe. With these assumptions Einstein's field equation equipped with a varying cosmological constant has a solution, where the scale factor of the universe obeys, during the inflation, a simple power law as a function of its age. The predictions of the conventional inlationary scenario are reproduced, if the scale factor is proportional to the thirteenh power of the age of the universe, and this power is consistent with an appropriate choice of the constant of proportionality in the expression of Λ. Even though our model provides a potential explanation for inflation, it still has many problems, and several questions are left open. In particular, we do not know exactly how fast the phase transition in spacetime took place. Even though a model, where the cosmological constant is inversely proportional to the square of the age of the universe is attractive on dimensional grounds (the SI unit of the cosmological constant is s −2 ), there is not any particular reason for such dependence of the cosmological constant on time. Moreover, the parameters of the associated solution to Einstein's field equation were chosen on purely ad hoc grounds, keeping in mind that the solution should describe inflation. The solution of these problems, however, would require a detailed knowledge on the quantum-mechanical interaction of radiation and spacetime in the early universe. Such knowledge will be missing until a satisfactory quantum theroy of gravitation will be found. Nevertheless, it would be very interesting, if cosmic inflation really stemmed from a microscopic structure of spacetime, thus being of quantum gravitational origin. In that case attempts to observe effects predicted by inflation in the present universe would actually be attempts to observe quantum effects of gravitation.
